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Dong Yang Electronics. Fixed establishment. Parent – subsidiary contractual 
relationships and investigative obligations on a third-party supplier under 
European VAT. Court of Justice (comments by Giorgio Beretta) 

The reference for a preliminary ruling concerned the interpretation of Article 44 of Council Directive 
2006/112/EC of 28 November 2006 on the common system of value added tax (OJ 2006 L 347, p. 1) as 
amended by Council Directive 2008/8/EC of 12 February 2008 (OJ 2008 L 44, p. 11) (hereinafter: ‘the VAT 
Directive’), and Articles 11(1) and Article 22(1) of Council Implementing Regulation (EU) No 282/2011 of 
15 March 2011 laying down implementing measures for Directive 2006/112 (OJ 2011 L 77, p. 1, hereinafter: 
the ‘VAT Implementing Regulation’). The request had been made in proceedings between Dong Yang 
Electronics sp. z o.o. (hereinafter: ‘Dong Yang’) and the Polish Director of the Tax Administration Chamber 
in Wroclaw (the ‘Polish tax authorities’) concerning a decision of the latter imposing on Dong Yang an 
additional assessment to value added tax (VAT).

The circumstances of the case indicate that, in 2010, Dong Yang, a company incorporated under Polish 
law, concluded with LG Display Co. Ltd (Korea) (hereinafter: ‘LG Korea’), a company incorporated and 
established in South Korea, a contract for the supply of services consisting in the assembly of printed 
circuit boards (hereinafter: ‘PCB’) from materials and components owned by LG Korea. The materials and 
components were cleared through customs and then supplied to Dong Yang by a Polish subsidiary of LG 
Korea, LG Display Polska sp. z o.o. (hereinafter: ‘LG Poland’). Dong Yang supplied the PCB to LG Poland 
which, on the basis of a contract with LG Korea, used those PCB to produce TFT-LCD modules. Those 
modules, which were the property of LG Korea, were supplied to another company affiliated by capital, 
LG Display Germany GmbH (hereinafter: ‘LG Germany’), which then sold the finished products on the 
European market. In this context, the business customer LG Korea, which was registered for VAT purposes 
in Poland and had a tax representative in that country, assured the supplier Dong Yang that it did not 
have a fixed establishment in Poland as it did not employ staff, own immovable property or have technical 
resources there. In 2012, therefore, Dong Yang invoiced the PCB assembly services to LG Korea, treating 
those services as not subject to VAT within Poland. Notably, Dong Yang considered that, pursuant to Article 
44 of the VAT Directive, the place of supply of its assembly services was in South Korea, where the business 
customer LG Korea was established.

The Polish tax authorities nevertheless took the view that the assembly services at hand had not 
actually been supplied to the seat of LG Korea in South Korea, but rather to the place of its ‘disguised’ 
fixed establishment in Poland, which in fact corresponded to the seat of LG Poland. Notably, the Polish 
tax authorities found that LG Korea had itself created a fixed establishment in Poland by ‘exploiting the 
economic potential’ of LG Poland through implementing a suitable business model by way of the 
agreements in place. According to the Polish tax authorities, the supplying party, Dong Yang, instead of 
relying exclusively on the statements of its contractual partner LG Korea, should have examined the use 
of the supplied services as prescribed under Article 22(1) of the VAT Implementing Regulation. Had it 
done so, the supplier would have been able to conclude that the actual beneficiary of the assembly services 
provided was, in fact, the structure in Poland where the subsidiary LG Poland of its contractual partner 
LG Korea was based.

The findings contained in the assessment notice issued by the Polish tax authorities were challenged 
by the applicant Dong Yang, which brought an action before the Regional Administrative Court in Wroclaw 
(Poland) contending that the requirements for the existence of a fixed establishment were not actually 
met in the case at hand and that, in any event, as a third party it was impossible for itself to have actual 
knowledge of the cooperation agreements between the parent company and the subsidiary, from which 
the Polish tax authorities had derived that the former had a fixed establishment in Poland where the 
latter company was established. As a matter of fact, this information was collected by the Polish tax 
authorities only in the course of other tax proceedings and was not available to Dong Yang at the time 
when the services were supplied or the relevant invoices were issued.
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In those circumstances, the Regional Administrative Court in Wroclaw decided to stay the proceedings 
and to refer the following questions to the CJ for a preliminary ruling:

- Can it be inferred, from the mere fact that a company established outside the European Union has 
a subsidiary in the territory of Poland, that a fixed establishment exists in Poland within the meaning of 
Article 44 of the VAT Directive and Article 11(1) of the VAT Implementing Regulation?

- If the first question is answered in the negative, is a third party required to examine contractual 
relationships between a company established outside the European Union and its subsidiary in order to 
determine whether the former company has a fixed establishment in Poland?

In its judgment of 7 May 2020, which followed the Opinion of Advocate General Kokott delivered on 
14 November 2019, the CJ stated that Article 44 of the VAT Directive, and Article 11(1) and Article 22(1) 
of the VAT Implementing Regulation must be interpreted as meaning that the existence, in the territory 
of a Member State, of a fixed establishment of a company established in a non-Member State may not 
be inferred by a supplier of services from the mere fact that that company has a subsidiary there, and 
that supplier is not required to inquire, for the purposes of such an assessment, into contractual 
relationships between the two entities. Notably, in response to the first referred question, recalling its 
previous judgment in DFDS (ECJ 20 February, C-260/95, ECLI:EU:C:1997:77), the CJ held – contrary to the 
Opinion of AG Kokott, who had found that ‘a dependent but legally autonomous subsidiary cannot at the 
same time be regarded as a fixed establishment of its parent company’ (paragraph 29 of the Opinion) – 
that, given that ‘consideration of economic and commercial realities form a fundamental criterion for 
the application of the common system of VAT’ (paragraph 31), ‘it is possible that a subsidiary constitutes 
the fixed establishment of its parent company’ (paragraph 32). As regards the second referred question, 
the CJ maintained that a third-party supplier (Dong Yang in the case at hand) is not required to examine 
contractual relationships between a parent company (LG Korea in the case at hand) and its subsidiary 
(LG Poland in the case at hand) in order to determine whether the former has a fixed establishment in 
the Member State (Poland in the case at hand) where its subsidiary is established, so that the supplier is 
liable to VAT in the latter country (paragraph 36).

Court of Justice of the European Union (Advocate General), 7 May 2020, no. C-547/18

Comments

the cJ in the case at hand had to deal with two different questions, however one subordinate to 
the other. the first question relates to whether and, eventually, under which circumstances a 
legally autonomous entity such as, in principle, a subsidiary can also be considered as a fixed 
establishment for Vat purposes of its parent company. the second question, on the other hand, 
concerns the actual extent of the investigative obligations of a taxable person under european 
Vat and, in particular, whether a third-party supplier is required to examine the contractual 
relationships between a parent company and its subsidiary in order to determine who is the 
actual customer of the services provided by it. as regards the first question, the cJ revoked its 
almost buried decision in DFDS (ecJ 20 February 1997, c-260/95, ecli:eU:c:1997:77) and stated 
that ‘it is possible that a subsidiary constitutes the fixed establishment of its parent company’ 
(paragraph 32). the reasoning underlying such a statement – which appears in overt contrast 
with the opinion of aG Kokott rendered in the case at hand on this point – is that ‘the treatment 
of an establishment as a fixed establishment cannot depend solely on the legal status of the entity 
concerned’, insofar as, for the application of Vat, a fundamental criterion is ‘consideration of 
economic and commercial realities’ (paragraph 31). it follows from the foregoing considerations 
that, rather than referring to the ‘legal status’ of an entity under civil and/or commercial law, for 
the existence of a fixed establishment Vat law requires an actual examination of the ‘substantive 
conditions’ as set out in article 11 of the Vat implementing regulation. these substantive 
conditions, which include elements such as ‘a sufficient degree of permanence’ and ‘a suitable 
structure in terms of human and technical resources’ to enable a fixed establishment ‘to receive 
and use the services supplied to it for its own needs’, must indeed be concretely verified and 
assessed in the light of the economic and commercial realities. this is a fundamental criterion 
which, for Vat purposes, must take precedence over any kind of purely legal consideration. 
although reference to economic and commercial realities is a criterion well entrenched in the 
cJ’s case law, the findings of the court in the case at hand on this point came out quite 
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unexpectedly. it is noticeable, in particular, the circumstance that the cJ put aside not only the 
series of ‘fundamental reservations’ expressed by aG Kokott in her opinion against the possibility 
that a subsidiary can be re-characterized, by means of an ex-post assessment, as a fixed 
establishment of its parent company (fundamentally, by allowing such a possibility only in the 
case of an abusive practice), but, indeed, the court also went against its own preceding case law. 
Daimler and Widex (cJ 25 october 2012, c-318/11 and c-319/11, ecli:eU:c:2012:666) is a case in 
point, the court having annotated therein that even ‘a wholly-owned subsidiary … is a taxable 
person on its own account’ and, further, having recalled that, in DFDS, the formal independent 
‘status of the subsidiary was disregarded in favour of the commercial reality only to ascertain 
which of the parent company and the subsidiary had actually carried out the active taxable 
transactions of supplies of services in dispute in the main proceedings and, subsequently, which 
was the Member state of taxation for those transactions’ (paragraphs 48 and 49 of the cJ’s 
judgment in Daimler and Widex). indeed, various qualms about the actual validity and general 
application of the cJ’s findings in DFDS had also been expressed by several tax scholars in the 
past (cf. e.g., B.J.M. terra and J. Kajus, Introduction to European VAT, iBFd, 2020, at paragraph 
11.4.3.1; M.M.w.d. Merkx, Establishments in European VAT, eUcotax series on european taxation 
no. 39 – Kluwer law international, 2013, at p. 80). as regards the second question, the findings 
of the cJ and aG Kokott are, instead, much more aligned. Both the court and the aG, in fact, 
concluded that article 22(1) of the Vat implementing regulation does not provide that a supplier 
‘is required to examine contractual relationships between a company established in a non-
Member state and its subsidiary established in a Member state in order to determine whether 
the former has a fixed establishment in that Member state’ (paragraph 36). notably, the cJ held 
that ‘obligations which are the responsibility of the tax authorities may not be imposed on the 
service supplier, by asking it to inquire into contractual relationships between the parent company 
and the subsidiary even though that information is in principle inaccessible to it’ (paragraph 37). 
along the same lines, aG Kokott had found that the tax authorities cannot transfer their 
‘investigative tasks’ to the supplier, by imposing burdensome ‘due diligence obligations’ on the 
latter in terms of ‘complex and far-reaching checks’ (paragraph 73 of the opinion). indeed, it was 
found that the relevant case-law of the cJ supported such a conclusion (cJ 3 october 2019, 
c-329/18 Altic, ecli:eU:c:2019:831, paragraph 31). the cJ also recalled that it is true that article 
22(1) of the Vat implementing regulation requires the supplier to examine, inter alia, ‘the 
contract’ in order to identify the customer’s fixed establishment. However, reference is made in 
that provision only to ‘the contract for the supply of services between the supplier and the taxable 
person constituting the customer of the services and not the contractual relationships between 
that customer and an entity which could, depending on the case, be identified as its fixed 
establishment’ (paragraph 36). on this specific point, the conclusions of the cJ appear more 
nuanced than the quite straightforward approach taken by aG Kokott who, in her opinion, had 
concluded that article 22 and the other relevant provisions in the Vat implementing regulation 
were not relevant in a case ‘concerned with the question of whether a second taxable person 
(which has its own legal personality in terms of its outward appearance) could be regarded as a 
fixed establishment of the first taxable person’ (paragraph 71 of the opinion). at first glance, with 
regard to the position of a taxable person, the cJ’s findings are welcomed insofar as the court 
provides a safe harbour to an ‘unaware’ supplier (here, it might be recalled the famous latin 
maxim, ‘ad impossibilia nemo tenutur’). on closer inspection, however, some caveats may apply. 
in particular, it appears that the supplier may rely on information asymmetries (cf. F.J.G. nellen, 
Information Asymmetries in EU VAT, eUcotax series on european taxation no. 53 – Kluwer law 
international, 2017) existent between itself and the other contracting party only to the extent 
that information concerning the contractual relationships between its customer’s entities, such 
as a parent company and its subsidiary, are effectively ‘inaccessible to it’ (paragraph 37). should 
this not be the case, due to the fact that the supplier is a related party or even in the case the 
supplier was in fact able to access the relevant information, the safe harbour as described above 
can no longer be invoked but the supplier would be required to examine the use of the services 
provided in order to determine its actual customer. the eventuality of an ex-post assessment as 
regards the existence of a fixed establishment is problematic insofar as it might undermine legal 
certainty, a principle which aG Kokott recalled time and again in her opinion in the case at hand 
but that the cJ, quite tellingly, did not even mention in its decision. on a broader view, Dong Yang 
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Electronics shows that despite its recent codification in article 11 of the Vat implementing 
regulation, the notion of fixed establishment is a ‘case law-born’ concept, which evolves as long 
as the case law of the cJ itself evolves.

Giorgio Beretta


